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Matt and Russ Kool

Iowa Techniques is a designer and manufacturer of unique products 

for the garment care professional in the dry cleaning and laundry  

industries. Our products are developed from years of experience in 

the garment cleaning industries, as well as from requests for products  

improving quality and efficiency by professionals throughout the 

world. For two generations our commitment has been to consistently 

offer new and innovative products designed around your needs.  

Simply put, we manufacture products to make your jobs easier.  Should 

you have a request for a product not featured in our catalog, give us a call.  

We would be happy to help!

Matt Kool

President
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Solid stamped steel hangers

Straight Line, Up and Down, V Dip or Double Deck all use 
the same hangers, increased versatility over other brands

Solid stamped  
steel yokes

Lifetime of service  
without down time

Auto control unit

Adapts to virtually any conveyor. 
Make change while your customer’s 
clothes are automatically delivered
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ConveyorsConveyors

Garment Storage Conveyors 
FAST, RUGGED, DURABLE, QUIET

We strive for complete customer satisfaction. Should you 
like a reference, we are more than happy to provide a list 
of customers for you. 

You will like the Iowa Techniques‘ advantage.

Constructed of the highest standards and quality, each 
Iowa Techniques conveyor is designed, manufactured, 
assembled, and tested before shipping. 

Our CAD (computer aided design) system ensures each 
conveyor is manufactured to your exact specifications. 
Our knowledgeable staff is eager to assist you with  
layout and design. Versatile in design, Iowa Techniques 
conveyors can easily be converted from a straight line 
floor model to an up and down conveyor without the 
need to purchase new hangers. Our stamped steel yokes 
and hangers work in any and all configurations. 

Priced competitively, with shorter lead time and higher 
quality, the Iowa Techniques conveyor is the choice of 
garment care professionals around the world.

Direct drive gearbox and motor

No belts, no pulleys

The quiet conveyor

Dependable, rugged and fast

Soft start intelligent drive system

No more garment swing.  
Standard on all  
Iowa Techniques Conveyors

Represented by the  
finest distributor network 

in the nation.  

Call 800+727+1592  
for a factory authorized 

distributor near you.
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Name: ____________________________________________

Phone:  ___________________________________________

Fax:  ______________________________________________

Conveyors

Ceiling height:  ____________________________________

Length:  __________________________________________

Width:  ___________________________________________

Conveyor Layout Sheet

Heated Collar Cones

Most shirt cuffs are double layered, but collars are triple 
layered and require longer curing.  Iowa Techniques 
patented heated and slotted collar cones are ceramic 
composite offering excellent heat distribution for extra  
curing.  Our cones will not burn your fingers, or oxidize 
like other cones. Unique design allows for proper collar  
finish on 13" to 22" collars. Hangers set deep into the cone 
so you always break the collar on the cone, not the hanger.

Handy hanger  
reservoir holds  
up to 20 hangers,  
or you can use  
the hanger arm,  
if preferred.

Triple head collar cone

Single head collar cone



Temperature control knob, adjustable limit for 
maximum temperature

Stainless steel fixed loading spring 
allows positive shut off in the 

event of cold water failure

Cold water input valve adjusts flow

Cold water inlet

Steam inlet

Hot water outlet

Piston, actuated by cold water pressure

Variable loading spring ensures shut off 
if cold water fails

Main steam valve

Mixing chamber:  steam is injected  
evenly for consistent temperature
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DynaFluid Valve Damp Boxes & Scale Carts

Instant hot steamy water

Iowa Techniques DynaFluid™ valve is the answer to your 
hot water needs.  Thousands are in use daily.  Provides 
years of trouble free performance and costs less than 
traditional water heating systems, or heat exchangers.  
Simply mount the DynaFluid valve on the wall behind 
your washer, and run steam and water lines to the valve. 

When your washer calls for hot water, you will have an 
instant, unlimited supply.

Saves space, money and vent problems!

• Quiet

• Easy to install

• Unlimited capacity 1/2", 3/4", 1" and 1-1/2" sizes

• Hydraulic operation, no thermostats

• Works with uneven steam and water pressure,  
10 to 150 psi

• Automatically proportions steam to volume  
of water being used

Eliminate overloading

Scale carts help eliminate overloading machines and  
enables tracking of poundage and solvent mileage. 

• Heavy steel frame 

• Molded plastic garment container

• Convenient chrome handles 

• 4” heavy duty swiveling casters 

• 100 pound capacity 

Stop guessing at your poundage.   
Weigh each load and you will be accurate.

Improved productivity means more PROFIT!

Damp boxes are a must for the professional shirt launderer. 
They speed production, reduce touch ups and re do’s!  

Proper height and angle reduces operator fatigue. Damp 
boxes allow shirts to retain the proper moisture, essential 
to shirt processing. Available with formed plastic tub and 
heavy duty locking casters. 

Cart your shirts directly from the washer to the press in 
one step!
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Z Racks Ozone Generators

Great for fire and flood restoration

These units are great because they are portable and boast 
115 volts of power, more than enough energy to get the 
tough jobs done.  The convenient 24 hour timer makes 
this unit easy to operate.  Thousands of ozone generators 
are in use each day on the front lines of disaster relief, 
including floods and fires.  These days, even dry cleaners 
can be heroes! Save your customers’ clothes from smoke 
and water damage smell. 

The Activator Series, from Iowa Techniques, eliminates odors  
naturally by producing controlled amounts of ozone (O3).  
Ozone destroys smoke, mold, mildew, food, pet, and paint  
odors with absolutely no chemicals involved. Ozone is 
nature’s most powerful deodorizer! 

Versatile Z Racks 

All Z racks have heavy duty 4" swiveling casters for easy 
rolling and manuverability. Powder coated for durability 
and attractive finish, we build our racks to last a lifetime.  
Our space saving “Z” design is made for functionality and 
nesting when not in use.  Save space on your conveyor, 
use our double tier racks for shirts, and triple tier Z racks 
for sweaters.

Single Z Rack

Racks nest when not in use

Effective area  

• Activator 1000 1 MG/hr. 30,000 cubic feet

• Activator 2000 2 MG/hr. 60,000 cubic feet

Specifications

 Length Width Height

Activator 1000 ozone generator 12" 9" 7"

Activator 2000 ozone generator 12" 9" 7"
Double Z Rack

Triple Z Rack

Specifications

 Length Width Height

Single Z Rack 63" 24" 66"

Double Z Rack 63" 24" 84"

Triple Z Rack 63" 24" 84"
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Drop Boxes

You closed 3 minutes ago.
Bad for her, worse for you!
Owning an Iowa Techniques drop box means never 
having to say, “Sorry, we’re closed.”  If you were your 
customer, when would you find time to come to your 
shop?  If you don’t offer a convenient, 24 hour drop 
off solution for “after hours” customers, you are driving 
business to the competition.  Get your drop box today!

One of the first purchases I made in my business 
was the 24 hour drop box from Iowa Techniques. 
Sixteen years later, that drop box is still working 
great and has never needed any kind of repair  
or service.

- Mike Astorino, Fabricare Cleaners

Drop Boxes

Specifications

 Length Width Height

Free Standing drop box 32" 24" 60"

Through wall/window drop box 32" 24" 22"

Free Standing Drop Boxes

• Solid heavy gauge steel  
construction

• Powder coated finish to  
withstand the elements

• Combination pushbutton 
lock available for safety and 
convenience

• Complementary simple  
vinyl lettering available

Through Wall/Window 
Drop Boxes

• Solid heavy gauge steel  
construction

• Powder coated finish to  
withstand the elements

• Combination pushbutton 
lock available for safety and 
convenience

• Complementary simple  
vinyl lettering available

• Installs easily and securely 
through glass or walls  
up to 12 Inches thick

• Also available in stainless steel

The 24 hour solution to the 10 hour work day
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Van Delivery Rails & Racks

Easy, fast and inexpensive

Tired of the time and expense when having rails installed 
in your delivery vans?  Once received all you need is an 
electric/cordless drill and about an hour! All rails, screws, 
end caps, G hooks and roof braces are included in the kit. 
Specify the size of van: mini, regular, stretch, or Sprinter 
Vans, Transit Connect, and more. All kits are in stock and 
include everything you need to install the rails. Stop  
wasting time and money by having rails custom made 
and welded for your van. There is a faster and better way.

Convenience on wheels

Need a heavy duty rolling garment rack to load your van, 
and then slide it into the van for the next stop? Ask for 
the Van Delivery Rack. Designed for added convenience, 
this sturdy rack will add a professional touch to your  
delivery service. Imagine not having clothes draped 
across your back when you are delivering to a large or  
corporate account. 

Sized to fit in most elevators for corporate delivery.

Shirt Collar Holders

Hold your shirts in between steps  
to maintain your perfect collar

Rugged steel construction. Small foot print saves space.  
Rotating head with hangers. Sturdy base can be bolted to 
the floor.  Powder coated finish for a lifetime of durability. 
Shirts will not slip off the unit!  Shirt collar holder  keeps 
your shirts ready and neat between pressing steps.

Specifications

 Width Depth  Height

Van Delivery Rack 36" 24" 64"

Welded frame.

4" swiveling casters 
on front, 4" fixed 
casters on the back.
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Pant Horses 

Stop horsing around...   
You deserve the best!  Improve production!

• Heavy chrome frame

• 4" non marking, full swiveling casters

• Non slip finish strips

• Flat top for added stability

• 38" in width (double sized)

• Powder coated durable finish

Specifications

 Length Width Height

 38" 18" 36"

Professional Equipment

Shirt Scrubbing Tables 
The perfectly cleaned collar

There is nothing worse than “ring around the collar.”  
A perfectly pressed shirt does not satisfy your customer  
if their collar is still dirty. Sure, you can use chemicals in 
your washer with enough strength to clean the collar,  
but it is hard on shirts and uses more energy and money. 

The Shirt Scrubbing Table has two stainless steel containers.  
One for spotting agents (ink or blood remover) and the 
other for your own miracle solution. Scrub the collar and 
cuffs a few times and let them soak while you prepare the 
remaining shirts for the load. Place your bucket under the 
The Shirt Scrubbing Table and let the grooved top drain 
any excess solution off the table and out of the way.

• Easy to operate

• Great for sheets, blankets and duvets

• Inexpensive to purchase

• Single person operation

Sheet Folders 
Look Ma’ no hands!

Simply bolt this unit to the floor, and in seconds one  
person can be folding king sized sheets by themselves.  
Stop using two people to do a job that can be done  
by one. 

We have taken the trouble out of folding sheets!

Load this rugged cart with cleaned pants from your 
cleaning machine and wheel directly to your pants topper  
or legger.  Saved Steps = Saved Time = Saved Money!  

If you want increased production in your pants department,  
give your pressers the tools they need!
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Parts and accessories

Slick Rail Components 
Contact Us for More Information   

Contact Iowa Techniques for all your slick rail needs. We 
have the accessories to complete your slick rail systems.  
We stock a complete line of slick rail components, including 
slick rail cover. We also build free standing assembly units, 
round or flat bar!

Plumbing Diagram

524 Tradesmen’s Park Drive

Hutto, Texas 78634

info@iowatechniques.com

512+846+2403 (Phone)

512+846+2411 (Fax)

800+727+1592 (Toll Free)

www.iowatechniques.com

Map to Iowa Techniques

Round
Rock

Hwy 79

Hwy 183

Hwy 290

Austin, Texas

Iowa Techniques
Hutto, Texas
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